
Week 7 Task / Activity I am intending to do Recourses and what I will need to do

Presentation preperation & final touches to blog post 

Monday - Make sure that all power intros have been mastered!
- Gain an overview of how the performance on wednesday will 

work!
- Prepare the presentation for wednesday!
- Begin writing a rough script / run through of what I would like 

to cover during the talking / explanation part of the 
performance

- Access to laptop with internet connection and also my 
mastered productions!

- Make a allocated folder for my mini mix and different 
productions, making sure that they are the mastered version !

- Write down all the main points which I would like to cover in the 
couple minutes that I have to speak, before I playback my 
productions to the audience!

- Use sticky notes also to write down the main points that I would 
like to cover!

- Save all the main points of my presentation in a document in 
pages, so that I can easily add them to task 7 on my blog!

- Do a couple practice runs in the evening at home timing myself 
on a stopwatch, to see how if i need to add or reduce the length 
of my speech !

Tuesday - Finish off the presentation for wednesday adding final touches!
- Finish off the run-through / script!
- Practice the performance making sure it is fluid for wednesday!
- Produce a mini mix off all three power intros for the 

presentation. This mini mix is so that I will not have to play 
each audio file after each other for the presentation, rather 
playing and transitioning smoothly with fade outs!

- Backup each file on my laptop and my USB stick

- Access to laptop with internet connection!
- If I feel like I need to add or change any of the points in my 

presentations script, I will need to do so today!
- On my laptop in college I will need to produce a new project 

and arrange all three of my power intros, into a mini mix.!
- Once I have the final file for the presentation I will save the mini 

mix and the three mastered audio files in a folder on my laptop 
and also one on my USB stick, making sure that everything 
works correctly - also being safely backed up!

- Practice through what I would like to say on wednesday for my 
presentation !



Wednesday - Make sure that all work and essentials are packed and 
working ready for the presentation / performance!

- On time and ready to sound check to make sure that 
everything is working!

- Take notes on what i could have done better!
- Evaluating my presentation on what I think I could do better 

next time, also asking my teachers and classmates who 
watched me present my project

- Access to laptop with internet connection!
- Double check my bad if all necessary essentials are packed 

and working for my presentation, before I leave the house to 
college!

- Leave 20 minutes early so that I am on time for sound check, 
also making sure any last problems are solved!

- Whilst waiting to present and also after the presentation, when 
watching others I will be taking notes on what I could have 
done better myself!

- Enter blog post on how I evaluate my presentation and reflect 
on the experience 

Thursday Complete task 6 - Evaluation & relection!
- I will need to post on my blog about how I am aiming to use 

evaluative and reflective skills in the process of finishing my 
project!

- Demonstrate evaluative and reflective records for my projects 
progression

- Enter my evaluations for each of the 7 weeks into a blog post!
- Evaluate my presentation in college explaining what I had 

mentioned and could do different in the future!
- Evaluate practical skills which I used and have overcome to 

finish my productions

Friday Complete task 7 - Presentation (blog post)!
- Upload video of my presentation onto the blog!
- Blog post on identified presentation strategies to present my 

production !
- Write in blog about how my presentation was planned to go!
- Write in blog about what I think I could improve on!
- Enter everything I have finished up till now out of the tasks 

onto my Blog!
- Add any more outstanding problems to my blog post for task 

3 : problem solving

- Ask Phillipe for the video footage of the presentation or if there 
is any possibility he could upload it onto the college server, or a 
website like drop box!

- Cut down my presentation and upload the footage onto 
youtube, so that it can be added to my blog post!

- Write in a blog post about arranging the power intros into a little 
mini mix for playback!

- Write about what my script consisted of for the college 
presentation!

- Make sure that all 7 tasks are entered in the blog, including 
pictures, biography and making sure everything is neat, tidy 
and presentable!

- If any more practical, technical or theoretical problems occurred 
during the final stages of my project, then I will need to add 
them to my blog before submission


